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In this paper (an abstract of which appeared earlier') we report what we believe
is the first assignment of a specific gene locus to a specific autosome in man.
Estimates are given of recombination values between the common blood group/
serum protein loci and an element (Un) that controls the expression of an anom-
alous uncoiled region of chromosome 1 in a newly studied family (V1lDE) as
well as in two small pedigrees (V11CR and V11PP) reported in the literature.2 3

We present evidence that the Duffy blood group locus Fy, already believed to be
linked to a congenital cataract locus4 Cae, is close to this uncoiler element Un,
and that all three are probably on chromosome no. 1. A report of another
family,5 slightly favoring linkage between Fy and one of the break points of a no.
1 inversion, is also considered.
Methods.-Cytogenetic study: For chromosome analysis of family VllDE, venous blood

was drawn with a heparinized syringe and cultured for 72 hr in a mixture of medium 199,
fetal bovine serum, and phytohemagglutinin, according to a modification of the technique
of Lejeune.6 In this system, the lymphocytes underwent mitosis and were arrested at
metaphase by 0.02 jg colchicine/ml culture fluid added for the final 2 hr of culture. At
culture termination, the lymphocytes were treated with 0.9% (hypotonic) sodium citrate,
fixed in 3: 1 ethanol-acetic acid and then placed on a slide, dried by flaming, and stained
in a 4%/0 (v/v) giemsa solution.
Polymorphic marker loci: Loci with two or more alleles were investigated in family

VIlDE as follows. Blood group typing was done for antigens, A, B, D, C, c, E, e, M, N,
S, s, P,, K, k, Kpa, Kpb, Jka, Fya, Fyb, Lua, Lub, Lea, and Leb. The saline tube test and
antiglobulin test were used where appropriate. The immunoglobulins Gm 1, 2, 3, 5, 6,
13, 14, and Inv 1 were typed by the agglutination inhibition method.7 Vertical poly-
acrylamide gel electrophoresis8 was used to type the serum proteins haptoglobin (Hp),
transferrin (Tf), and group-specific component (Gc).
The known alleles at the Duffy blood group locus are the common9 Fya and Fyb, a rela-

tively rare'0 Fyx, and a "silent allele"9 Fy, that is largely confined to Negroes. Anti-Fya
(lot 13) and anti-Fyb (lot Brent) from Spectra Biologicals were used exclusively. Exten-
sive use of these reagents has indicated that they are monospecific. One drop of the
appropriate antiserum and two drops of a washed 2% cell suspension in saline were incu-
bated at 370C for 30-60 min. The cells were then washed three times in saline and the
Coombs test performed. All reactions were either 4+ or negative. Since weak reactions
were not observed, it is assumed that the Fy(b+) individuals were not Fyx. If any of
the Fy(a+b-) individuals in family V1lDE are, in fact, Fy(a+x+), it is not apparent
from the pedigree.

Results.-The marker chromosome with an anomalous region: The marker
chromosome occurring in family V1lDE is shown in Figures 1 and 2. This
chromosome differs from the usual no. 1 by having a greater over-all length and a
greater length of the long arm. A region extends from the centromere along part
of each long arm in which the chromatids may be thinner with, occasionally, an
alternating pattern of light and dark staining, suggestive of coils. Rather than
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'IL :'U
FIG. 1.-Two pairs of no. 1 chromosomes from FIG. 2.-Variant no. 1 chromosomes

metaphase lymphocytes of family VilDE. from three metaphase cells of the proband
Left: from the proband's uncle who is heterozy- of family V1lDE. The relatively un-
gous for the variant chromosome, shown as the coiled chromatids in the paracentric
leftmost member of the pair. Right: from the region can be seen. This distinctive region
proband's sister who lacks the variant. is not usually so clearly visible.

the increase in length being by insertion of extra chromosomal material,"1 it
probably arises directly from an alteration in the coiling structure. The agent
that we call the uncoiler (Un) element controlling the morphology of this region
could be a single locus, or small inversion, or some other, as yet unknown, factor.
Since the unusual heterozygous genotype at the Un region affects only one of the
two no. 1 homologues, we think it likely that Un is situated somewhere on chro-
mosome 1 itself.
Family data: Four families (Fig. 3) with a marker chromosome 1 are used,

three of which have been previously reported. Of these three, families V11CR2
and Vi1PP3 appear to possess the same marker as in our pedigree, while in
family V12LE5 the marker probably reflects a pericentric inversion.
The largest family, V11DE, is shown in Figure 3. In this Caucasian family

the proband is clinically normal and the variant chromosome is not associated
with an abnormal phenotype. Of 18 individuals in three generations, 10 are
heterozygous for the variant and a further one is presumed to be heterozygous,
since his son carries the anomalous chromosome. Segregation thus appears to
be MIendelian. The full marker data are recorded in Appendix I.12

Linkage analysis: The genetic map distance between any two loci on a chro-
mosome is estimated from the observed proportion of recombinants. The true
recombination fraction 0 can take any value between 0 (complete linkage) and
0.5 (no linkage, indicating free recombination between the two loci, whether they
are far apart on the same chromosome or are on separate chromosomes). To
determine whether or not any one of the polymorphic blood group and blood
protein loci is linked to the uncoiler element (Un) or an inversion break point
(Invn), the odds for linkage have been calculated using all four families. The
ratio of the likelihood of obtaining these pedigrees if there is linkage at a partic-
ular value (0) compared to the corresponding likelihood if there is no linkage
(0 = 1/2), is the standardized likelihood ratio. These odds were calculated for
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MARKER CHROMOSOME WITH ANOMALOUS REGION
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FIG. 3.-The four families used to test for linkage. In our family V1lDE, genotypes at the
Duffy blood group locus are shown with a and b representing, respectively, the Fy- and Fyb
alleles. In families V11CR,' Vl1PP,z and V12LE,5 Duffy phenotypes are indicated for the
presence (a+) or absence (a-) of the Fya allele. Those individuals indicated as deceased were
not tested.

each pedigree, with computer assistance, over 0 values between 0 and 0.5. Each
of these likelihoods (odds), when combined with an appropriate prior probability,
is a measure of the final probability that the corresponding 0 value is the true
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value. For convenience, the logs of the standardized odds are sometimes used
and these are known as "lods."

Linkage was sought between the marker loci and either UlA or Itvi on chromo-
some 1. With the exception of that for Fy:Uii, none of the sets of likelihoods
suggests linkage. Families V11CR and V11PP (Fig. 3) indicate a consistent
tendency for the FMya allele to be transmitted with the marker chromosomal
phenotype and in families V1lDE and V12LE, the Fyb allele is apparently so
transmitted. The weight of this evidence for linkage can be assessed most
readily in terms of the confidence with which it allows us to assign the Fy locus
to chromosome 1. The Bayesian procedure used is more fully discussed else-
where.'3
The usual approximation that all values of the recombination fraction 0 are

equally likely for a linkage between two random sites on a chromosome is not
valid for a long chromosome in man. To find suitable prior probabilities appli-
cable on chromosome 1, it is easier to deal with map intervals directly, using a
formula such as that of Carter and Falconer"4 to translate recombination fractions
to map intervals. The safest prior probabilities for such map intervals would be
those appropriate to an assumption of ignorance about the positions of the U7n
element and Fy on the anomalous chromosome, and they would follow the
usual triangular distribution 2 (1 - w)/lL."5 This is maximal for short distances
and minimal for long ones, 1 and L being the map lengths of chromosome 1 and
of the whole autosomal complement, respectively. The prior probability density
of a "map interval" in excess of the length of chromosome 1 (i.e., when Fy is on
another chromosome) is uniformly 1/L, the sum of such probabilities being 1 -
(I/L) or about 10/11 in the present context. Chromosome 1 is here crudely
treated as being 3 M\organs (M) (300 units) long out of a total autosomal map
(averaged for males and females) of 33 1\, using indirect evidence as discussed
by Renwick and Schulze."6 For all such "map intervals" corresponding to
nonlinkage, the recombination fraction 0 is expected to be one-half, so the
effect of the standardization of the likelihood ratios is to leave the prior chances
for nonlinkage unmodified by the data. The standardized likelihood ratios for
various lengths of the Fy :Un map interval are then used to modify (by multipli-
cation) the corresponding prior probabilities. The data-modified values are
given in Table 1 and are graphed in Figure 4. The factor r merely allows the
total probability of all hypotheses to remain 1. By planimetry, the area under
the full curve of Figure 4 is found to be a factor 93 times larger than the area of
the triangle of the original prior distribution, calculated on the same scale. The
odds that Fy is on chromosome 1 have therefore been increased from 1:10 to
93: 10 by the Un data.

If Fy and Un are on chromosome 1, the best estimate for the distance between
them is 2.5 map units (0.025 iMi, see Fig. 4). The limits of the 95 per cent proba-
bility region are 0 and 21 map units.

Slight support comes from the inversion pedigree (family V12LE') with its
weak hint of a linkage between Fy and one of the break points (Iivai) of the in-
version. The data on the Fy:IIivn linkage relationship increase the odds favor-
ing the assignation of Fy to chromosome 1 to 100:10, equivalent to a direct
probability of 0.91.
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TABLE 1. Derivation of the final odds for assigning the Fy locus to chromosome 1.
(3)

Standardized
likelihoods

V1lDE, Vl1CR,
and V1PP

318
1030
692
158
24
3
1
1

(4)
Points on prior

probability curve
r(6-2w)
6 .Or*
5.9r
5.8r
5.6r
5 .4r
5. 1r
4. 1r
O r

(5)
Points on final

probability curve
(see Fig. 4)

(5) = (3) X (4)
1908r
6077r
4014r
865r
129r
15r
4r
Or

Observational odds (relative area under prior and final
probability curves)

Prior odds

Final odds

Fy-off-1 Fy--on-1
1 93

10

10

1

93

* r is a simple scaling factor that allows the prior probabilities to sum to 1.

Discussion.-The anomalous (relatively uncoiled) region of chromosome 1 may
be an exaggerated version of the usual secondary constriction17 whose frequency
of occurrence within the cells of an individual can be modified by altering cell
culture or cell-fixing conditions.'8 The variant chromosome, however, is trans-
mitted in simple Mendelian fashion and is present in all of the tested cells of the
carriers. This chromosome appears to be the same as those previously found
segregating in families ascertained through abnormal individuals2 11, 19 or in a

single abnormal patient.20 The lack of association between this chromosome and
any clinical abnormality in our family, as well as the absence of convincing
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FIG. 4.-The final probability of linkage between the Duffy blood group locus and the un-
coiler element. The map distance w is measured in Morgans (M).
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evidence of a pathologic association in the other families, leads us to conclude
that this chromosome should be labeled a variant instead of an abnormal no. 1.
It has been estimated to occur in three individuals per thousand.2'
Unexpected inheritance with reference to the Duffy system in a child with a

deletion of two-thirds of the long arm of chromosome 16 led some previous
workers to the suggestion that Fy is located on chromosome 16.22 However,
since there is evidence that alleles exist at this locus that produce antigens for
which there are as yet no specific antisera,9 an alternative explanation of the Fy
inheritance, unrelated to mapping, is possible. In fact, since the frequencies of
such alleles may be taken to be about 0.03 in the non-Negro, the chance that such
an allele is present in the father exceeds the chance that Fy happens to be on
that 1/80 part of the autosomal complement. Nevertheless, provided that the
further, contramarital possibility is ignored, the odds on an assignment of Fy
to chromosome 16 have been raised by a factor of 9 (i.e., b/2c where b,c are the
frequencies of Fyb and Fy, respectively). If these increased odds are used, the
probability that Fy is on chromosome 1 falls slightly from 0.91 to 0.90.
The fact that Fy is known not to be on certain sections (1.2%c) of the autosomal

complement, namely the short arms of chromosomes 13 and 18,8 23 gives a negli-
gible improvement to these odds on localization. We are aware of another
family24 in which the variant 1 with the anomalous region is segregating and
which supports evidence for the presence of Fy on chromosome 1.

If the Fy locus is on chromosome 1, then the locus Cae for a certain form of
congenital cataract has a probability of 0.96 of also being on chromosome 1.4
All three loci are probably close to each other, the maximum likelihood map
estimates being 0 units for Fy :Cae and 2.5 units for Fy :Un. The upper limits of
the 95 per cent probability intervals are 20 and 21 units, respectively, given that
the loci really are on the same chromosome. We cannot yet state the linear order
of these loci nor their positions on the chromosome.
Summary.-Evidence for linkage between the Duffy blood group locus Fy and

an element Un, postulated as controlling the uncoiling of the paracentric region
on the long arm of chromosome 1, is described. When taken in conjunction with
that given in the published reports of three small pedigrees, the evidence leads to
a direct probability of 0.90 that Fy is on chromosome 1. The congenital cataract
locus Cae, to which Fy is believed to be closely linked (probability 0.96), is
presumably also on chromosome 1. The Fy locus is estimated to be about 2.5
map units from the element controlling the uncoiling. The probability takes
into account prior odds against such an assignment, including the weak indica-
tions that Fy may be elsewhere (oil chromosome 16). The present odds that Fy
is oil chromosome 1, chromosome 16, or another chromosome are judged to be
90: 1:9, respectively.

We are indebted to Dr. R. N. Schimke for assistance in obtaining blood specimens;
to Mrs. R. Classon and Miss H. Herr for technical assistance; to Mrs. C. Chambers, L.
Maulding, and M. Campbell for computing assistance; and to Mrs. A. Buchan for clerical
assistance.
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